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It is said that the reasons I endlessly clashed with media and Celebrities was a mystery but it really is 

not – the facts really are that I wrote a Book which when bought and read enhanced their sense of 

security and professionalism, so they decided to tear up my career, finances and social life as a 

platform for engaging in business activities with people who hated them, which had since developed 

into an obsessive need to access my person abusively and a greed drive. It is naturally a very wicked 

thing to do to other people but on the question itself these are the facts. It is not to say I am in any 

trouble as such, I have been putting out the message where the European insults, Celebrity abuses and 

Media run down, got to channel the narcissism elsewhere or I will be the one picking up anything that 

allows them chase their daily concerns, as a tool to engage in business with people who hated me, for 

the disastrous consequences that will be attacked, viable alternative as such to a process where I had 

to take the law into my hands, having lived in such a mess for a decade and a half. It is nothing 

unusual on the whole, eventually the problem is that they think they are important people but really, 

the cultural right was the one that made decisions about the location of prison service with respect to a 

career and therefore things you should not do, while their bits entirely relied on other people, so the 

convenience is a personality top up where the fact bad people did bad things gave them an opportunity 

to spend the social and public lives on public leaders on Celebrity culture. The part where they were 

fucked up and wanted to ensure others were as fucked up with which the measure of the wickedness 

in this behaviour was entirely devised, not just by building communities that chased my private parts 

to ensure I was as fucked up because they saw a Book I wrote to help others, but also the general 

gimmick of getting about claims they do National service work via private expense which gets 

businesses seeing them as a point where custom national service for their companies had been done 

by somebody who deserved a lot of endorsement money and had a media presence by which to make 

it work, it will not therefore keep away from my Books and specifically takes steps to ensure I cannot 

pay my Bills i.e. when I say it was a matter of whether I took the law into my hands or not, much as I 

have given the warnings they needed to channel the narcissism elsewhere or I will be the one doing it, 

while their European insults were getting to the stage where I will ask it to challenge my position one 

more time and find out what the results will be. 

I am told that I appear to have been recovering from it rather than the control I profess which is not 

the case – they picked up my Bookshop from the service processes and set about building up how best 

they thought I ought to serve them for money, the version of me that their stupidities would be able to 

tolerate and it is the last straw if I added it to the mess they made of my University studies and a 

process where they got people making fun of what I did at the Jobs market, at the same time working 

gimmicks where in a reality where if I got a job, should my employer show responsibility towards me, 

it will go up to the top end of government but if I ran a Bookshop, it will be subjected to the afore 

described rubbish. Hard to tell how they will commit the crimes of passion against me if the fact that 

telling them I am not homosexual is not good enough to convince them I am not, therefore none was 

born gay. I have given them an exit where considering that they have developed an arrangement 

between their Celebrities and the sex Industry, especially the Americans, to target me, we had since 

arrived at the stage where criminals picked up my career for them and offered them private security 

services to keep me out while they spent it, sex workers have been picking up my public life through 

their dress well, self-exhibitionist verbose narcissism, to sell sex to them because they wanted my 

market and no longer want to work the jobs that got to their heads whilst its homosexuals run around 

town deciding what kind of respect they deserved, it needs to stop stalling my Bookshop, cease 



involvement with my person and channel the narcissism elsewhere or I will be the one doing 

narcissism. 

They do suggest I am beaten down and wasted which is utter nonsense – it rather seems that those 

who are not fighting Celebrities were worse off and they were always picking on me because they 

hoped I would do something unusual if they did. So the reality instead is that Celebrities picked up my 

Public image to make money and when I sought to get my career running, they wanted to keep all my 

previous and any new identity, so we need to fight – starting with the part where the famous idiots 

needed to cease picking up my Public image to build themselves a profile and get their fans to channel 

the hold digger narcissism somewhere else, the mean cunts or I will channel it for everybody. It is 

completely beside the point to say it is what happens to them in a system that I am a part of, the point 

is that all gimmicks where they got to touch my Books need to end – it has not been as bad from the 

beginning because of the way it works i.e. I engaged with people in Europe and could forever without 

any difficulty and that would be a period of time when their need to run people down and get rich fast 

was being exhibited somewhere else, so it is not anymore, my social life, personal life, finances and 

Bookshop had stagnated before I got information from their stupidities, that they did not want to find 

the trouble they sought and yet it continued; two part story of who was being left behind on one hand 

while they picked up my income margins on the other to make their lives easier, working conversation 

with a crowd that accepted their insane stupidities were entitled to do so or that I owed them money. 

Likely to question my position one more time as it were and then we will progress from warning them 

about issues that buzz away at the background when people are educated having nothing to do with 

me, to the part where there was enough trouble for a life time (I mean fuck them over) properly over it 

as well. 
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